1970 harley sportster

Tire pressure based on lb rider. When weight is exceeded by 50 lbs or more, increase the rear
by 2 lbs and front by 1 lb. Repeat for each additional 50 lbs of weight. Back to Sportster History
Index. Table of Contents Sportster. Starting with the season, Vehicle Identification Number VIN
is stamped on the right side of the engine crankcase and on the frame. In addition to these
numbers, an identification label is located on the frame giving the VIN and date of manufacture.
This label was required by law for identification. The serial number is the 3rd through the 7th
digit. All serial numbers run consecutively regardless of model year. Stroke: 3. Piston
Displacement: Horsepower: 58 rpm 8. Fuel System: Tillotson Carburetor Oil Capacity: 3 qts.
Transmission Capacity: 1. Goodyear Yokohama Front MM 3. This website uses cookies for
visitor traffic analysis. By using the website, you agree with storing the cookies on your
computer. OK More information. Log In. Techincal Menu. Ironhead Section. Evolution Section.
Reference Section. Misc Resources. Gallery of Images. Visit our host at: XLForum. Except
where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the following license: CC
Attribution-Share Alike 4. The Motor Company, as many fans call them, typically doesn't change
anything unless they have a very good reason for it. With all of the recent updates to the Big
Twin lineup, the Sportster is now the most traditional bike Harley offers, and it isn't just a
styling exercise either. The current Haynes Manual for the Harley-Davidson Sportster covers
recently produced models from , but goes back all the way to ! For 43 years, there is enough in
common that we did not feel the need to create a whole new book. You can expect our new and
up manual to be released at some point in The long-serving Sportster first appeared with that
name in with overhead valves, but that bike was an evolution of the flathead powered Model K
from These bikes were designed to be lighter and easier to maneuver than the larger Harley
touring machines. When American servicemen came back from Europe wanting a more nimble
ride, like the Triumphs and Nortons in England, it was the logical starting place. The Sportster
had already been in production for a dozen years by then, but in it achieved a real milestone:
Outselling the big Electra Glide touring bike by nearly 1, units though still only 8, and becoming
their best seller. They did this through years of evolutionary changes and improvements.
Estimates are that a good running XLCH in could do the quarter mile in about 13 seconds,
thanks to the nearly 60 horsepower it put out. It should also be mentioned that this was the year
the XR race bike began its very long running dominance on the track. The factory also took the
opportunity to incorporate a quieter wet clutch set up, like their Japanese competition used.
Stylistically, this is also the last year that the oddball "boat tail" seat, seen on the Superglide
and Sportster, was an option. Power was now claimed to be 61 horses, and magazines of the
day were able to turn the quarter mile in less than 13 seconds once they ditched the quiet stock
mufflers. All of these updates combined to sell almost 18, Sportys that year for new owners
AMF. The year marked the beginning of Sportster production where they are still made, at the
factory in York, Pennsylvania. AFM also updated the front fork, buying the same unit the
Japanese competition had been using, a 35mm diameter by Kayaba. The march toward
modernity also brought the XL bikes a disc brake this year too. There were minor frame updates
to make production easier, and turn signals became standard thanks to government mandate.
There were not many changes in , though the throttle did finally get a return spring, and sales
topped 20, for the first time. However, in , there were changes across the motorcycle industry,
as the United States Department of Transportation had mandated that all motorcycles have the
shifter on the left, rear brake on the right, and clutch on the left handlebar grip. Since the
Sportster had emulated European bikes, this meant moving the brake pedal and shifter peg,
with a linkage behind the motor. AMF was trying to update the Harley lineup, but at the same
time increase production and decrease costs, so quality started to suffer. With the cc Kawasaki
Z1 now the top bike for those who wanted to go fast, Sporty sales dropped to less than 6, a
year. There were not many changes for , though there was a special edition in honor of the
American Bicentennial celebration with a decal package designed by Peter Max. Every Sportster
got updated cases with a new oil pump and revised shift linkage to correct which side the
shifter was on, plus a more accurate Keihin carburetor. Much more popular now than it ever was
when new, the XLCR was the first factory attempt at a cafe racer from anybody, and the
sportiest Sportster in a long time, with less weight, more power, better brakes, and a mean and
sporty look. Again there were not a lot of big changes, but the two into one into two exhaust
first used on the Cafe Racer was fitted to other bikes in , for better power with less noise. Solid
state electronics made their way into the charging system for , and by replaced the points with
an electronic ignition system. There were also special 75th-anniversary edition models, in a
sporty black paint with gold cast alloy wheels and gold trim, like the motorcycle equivalent of
the Bandit's Trans-Am. More changes came for with a new lighter, stiffer, frame based on the
one used on the XLCR. Brakes were improved as well, with the rear gaining disc and the front
sporting dual discs. Also new for the model year was the XLS Roadster , with slightly extended

forks, 16" rear wheel, and mini sissy bar with backrest; another attempt at a factory custom
chopper by The Motor Company. There was not a whole lot going on with the Sportster at the
end of the 70s and start of the s, but there was a big shake-up in the boardroom, with AMF out
and a group of enthusiast investors now in charge in For the Sportster got another all-new
frame, fully welded, which was stiffer and tucked the oil tank into its familiar location behind the
motor and below your right thigh. The last hurrah for the iron head was the XR street tracker ,
which mixed equal parts street Sportster and XR flat track bike, for a 70 horsepower, lbs,
plaything. The Harley-Davidson big twin had gotten an all-new, aluminum alloy, top end starting
in , but it wasn't until that updated cylinder heads and barrels came to the Sportster. The new
cylinder heads were also redesigned with more modern combustion chambers and a smaller
angle between the valves, which meant more power, more compression with lighter pistons,
and lower emissions thanks to more consistent combustion. Claimed power was back up over
60 horses again, after taking a dip when the iron head had been forced into smog compliance,
dry weight was just lbs, and performance was back up to where it had been in the days of the
first fire-breathing iron head s of Introduced at the same time as the new Evo was a low cost
entry-level cc version, which took the place of the XLS in the lineup. There was also a limited
Liberty Edition, celebrating the th birthday of the Statue of Liberty, with a portion of each sale
going to the restoration fund. The year will always be remembered as the year the Sporty got cc,
the biggest it had ever been, but at the bottom of the lineup, Harley also introduced the Hugger,
specifically for smaller riders. Carburators on both sizes were now by Keihin, for better or
worse; certainly for better smog control. Also adding to the enjoyment of cruising your cruiser
was a switch from chain drive to a rubber belt, which absorbed driveline shock and almost
never needed adjustments. The lowest priced had to wait until , but all cc models and the
Deluxe got the belt for When a bike has been around since the s for the most part , every few
years you have to give it a once over and ask "do we still have to do things this way, or is there
a more modern method that makes it a better bike, or easier to manufacture? The electrical
system was updated with the more modern, weather-proof connectors that all other
manufacturers were using by that time. There were also refinements to the clutch, and the oil
tank and battery box were changed slightly. The next year, , the speedometer would lose its
archaic mechanical cable attachment to the front wheel and a magnetic pickup and electronic
unit would take its place. The Sportster Custom was very much an update of the old Roadster
formula, with added chrome and accessories and a more chopper style to it. The motor of the
Sporty Sport featured new dual spark plug heads, higher compression, more aggressive cams,
and less restrictive mufflers, while the chassis got fully adjustable shocks and forks, plus a
more sporting riding position. The Sportster was a little late to the 21st Century, not getting
much in the way of improvements except better brakes, and sealed wheel bearings in until the
model year, but then came the most changes since the introduction of the Evo in The biggest
change was an all-new frame with rubber engine mounting to lessen vibrations, designed using
what Eric Buell had taught them with his Sportster powered sport bikes. With the new frame
came a smoother oil tank, with the trick push and turn cap, and a battery hidden on the other
side for a cleaner look. The air cleaner "ham can" was redesigned for better breathing, and the
exhaust balance pipe was moved from underneath it, now being completely hidden near the
mufflers. Finally, the cases were updated and the transmission "trap door" was removed, in the
name of making them more rigid so the transmission would shift better. The big news for ,
though oddly enough not for the United States, was the wild Sportster XR , teased at the
Intermot show in Germany, with deliveries starting in Styled like the old XR race bike, this
sporty street bike featured increased ride height, sticky tires, better brakes, and serious
suspension upgrades front and back, but only for Europe and Asia. The United States Sportster
did see some upgrades, in the form of a revised transmission with helical gears for easier
shifting, and in , fuel injection across the whole lineup. After the introduction of fuel injection,
there were not any major updates until the big update, with just different styling and custom
treatments creating several unique variations. In the Nightster a stealthy, matte finish, factory
custom came out as a , followed by the Iron with a similar treatment a few year later. Even after
all these years, parts of the Sportster still harken back to those early flathead 45 cubic inch
models from the s, and some parts do fit everything from to How much longer can this perennial
favorite remain in the Harley-Davidson lineup and still meet the needs of the market, and
government environmental regulations? Only time will tell. Go to front page. Search results
Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Recommended for you. When is the best
time to buy a car? Best Classic Bike Repair Job How to clean salt and grime off the car after
winter. February 19, Haynes shows you how on YouTube: Nissan Pathfinder. February 17,
February 8, January 29, Make Harley-Davidson. Model Sportster. I remember when i first had it
in the back of a truck, hauling it to my brother's garage to get started repairing it. Everyone that

passed was mesmerized by the color. I bought it not running. I wanted to learn about the
famous ironhead, so i bought a service manual and got to work. So many times I took the kick
start petal to the back of my leg. Finally the carburetor was perfectly cleaned. The distributor
precisely set. The valve train adjusted to compete with and industrial sewing machine. It starts
in 2 or 3 kicks when it's cold. I'll show you the way it prefers to be started. They have less than 1
mile on them. The tube that goes in the rear is special and apparently has to be ordered from
the 70s But it's done. It's ready to ride, not truly a leak on the thing. I'll be disappointed if the
buyer repaints this bike any other color. Aftermarket frame. Lowered and raked. Originally an
XLCH, electric start has been added. Disk brake front end. Nice classic old bobber. Just got this
one in and before I spend the coin to fix it and do not have the time right now, I am going to
offer it up for sale. Prev owner says low miles on topend but I cant not verify. The oil pump
needs to be replaced, pumping oil into the motor but not out. It deserves to go to someone that
will do it right! Its a solid bike and could be on the road for a few hundred bucks easily. On Nov
at PST, seller added the following information: Zero feedback bidders will be deleted unless
they contact me prior to bidding. This is a XLH sportster with a matching numbers frame. In this
bike was taken apart for some work.. The motor was sent out to the local hot rod shop for a
complete stroke job and engine rebuild. I have a receipt showing stroker flywheels and 3 pages
all other sorts of parts for a complete engine rebuild. He never put the engine back in the bike, it
sat for 15 years before I bought it We put the motor back in the matching numbers
powdercoated frame that came with the bike. The rest of it was assembled with and with new oil
and some gas it started up on the 3rd kick It needs to be properly broken in it has less than one
mile on the street.. There are some cool parts on this bike. Nice Aluminum borrani wheels and
an original paint peanut tank. All the original parts are here except the gas tank! Lots of extra
parts included!! The tires on the rolling chassis are Brand New!! Extra wheels , fenders , seats
and carbs also included!! Bike also comes with a clean, matching numbers Title!! Also comes
with an extra frame!! Super deal for anybody that wants to build their own, or needs plenty of
older, original sportster parts!! Serious Inquiries Please! Bike being sold as is. Seems to have
some issues with the carburetor as I was able to get it started a couple times last year but it
runs rough when it does. New battery last year. Has an oil leak. Took it to a Harley shop but they
took it apart, said they adjusted the valve timing and still didn't fix the leak and also stripped the
transmission pan plug. So if you're interested, I have some good pics of it. Just be advised you
will have some work to do as far as the engine leaking oil and the carburetor probably needs
taken apart and cleaned. Was in storage from to with only 2, miles on it. Brought back to
running condition in Shovelhead motor. Brakes upgraded to style disc brakes. Runs great.
Clean title. The Sportster Custom offers a laid-back profile, with forward controls and pull-back
handlebars. A laced inch front wheel, a longer, 4. XL C Sportster Custom features:
Rubber-mounted XL Evolution engine Silver powder-coated engine and covers New 1-inch
diameter rear axle and stiffer swingarm Chrome staggered shorty dual exhaust Chrome
pull-back handlebar riser Laced inch front wheel, disc inch rear wheel One-piece, two-up seat
Forward foot controls 4. NOTE: Seller reserves the right to end the auction early upon vehicle
being locally sold. Vehicle is sold-as, where-is, no warranties implied or expressed. Cashier's
check or money order must clear prior to taking possession of the vehicle. On Sep at PDT,
seller added the following information: Figured it was time to add more information about the
bike. I have owned the bike since October The bike runs and has been garage kept. This bike
has a very special history: My ex-wife told me that if I ever bought a motorcycle, sh
radio wire harness
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e would leave me. I found out, after she left me, she had been having an affair. So, I figured it
was time to have another motorcycle. A long search found this Sportster. When I brought it
home, I "her chair" out of the living room. Then I rolled my new bike up the stairs, into my living
room. There is where I completely dismantled, rebuilt, reassembled, watched TV sitting on it a
few times yes I really did! Much to the dismay of my pets! I have enjoyed this bike and hope it
goes to a new home that can appreciate, not only the bike, but the true story behind it! Day
Heights, OH. Carthagena, OH. Greenwood, IN. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO.
South Kingstown, RI. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Harley
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